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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.11 

 

General 

 AFOG-9LGJ7X - The logging to the event log will take place during startup and closing of databases even if 
the path in the Window register is set on incorrect path. 

 AFOG-9NDHR6 - It wasn’t possible to logon to remote companies if they had different company numbers 
entered in Monitor.ini. 

 BKNN-8J3J4W - If orientation was changed in the Printers procedure and you used the MONITOR printer 
dialog, some procedures default orientation has been used in for instance Print Transport Labels 
procedure (Purchase and Sales). If the orientation Portrait was selected, the printed output got Landscape 
orientation. 

Manufacturing 

 BSAN-8WPH2D - If you arrival reported several packages at the same time in the Arrival Reporting – 
Subcontract procedure, the same Location was written on all the Transport labels. 

 JLIN-9GAAWD - If you entered the same Part twice in a row in the Check Delivery Times procedure, 
double capacity was booked in the affected Work centers. 

 JLIN-9L8CZX - The Print Transport Labels (manufacturing) procedure didn’t manage decimals in the 
Qty/pkge procedure. 

 CSIG-9LFF5L - The Part number wasn’t printed on the Crystal reports label in the Print Transport Labels 
(manufacturing) procedure if Show location wasn’t checked. 

 JLÖR-9NDGP4 - Overflow on the material rows in the Preparation procedure didn’t work on Fictitious 
parts. 

Purchase 

 LREM-9GMH7E - Purchase statistics could be created even for suppliers where you had exempted the 
invoice basis. 

 SHYS-9J9GSL - Adaptation 456 - Payment format for Citibank Europe with Currency account set in the 
Payment info, the Deposit account was used instead when the payment file was created. 

 KFTM-9JUFTK - There was a problem with empty pages in the printouts in the Invoice Basis procedure. 
This error could only occur if you used Microsoft Printer dialog. 

 KFTM-9LGBCR - If you credited the entire debit invoice (in foreign currency), the VAT amount only was 
displayed in the Company currency. Now the Register Supplier Invoice procedure displays the VAT 
amount in the foreign currency and also converted to the Company currency. 

 KFTM-9LGCNF - The Rest value could become different in the Accounts Payable Ledger procedure 
depending if you checked Total foreign currency or not. 

 JLIN-9MNH9G - Parts with supplier links that were created by Save as… couldn’t be printed in the Print 

Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 SHYS-9MX9U6 - This correction only applies to systems used in Lithuania with Adaptation 285. All 
payments were merged, even payments to suppliers without the Merge invoices setting activated. 

 KFTM-9MZCV8 - The payment didn’t get the same date as the Accounting voucher if you registered a 
payment on a bank holiday. 
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 KFTM-9NM8GN - It wasn’t possible to create a payment file in the CFP format if you didn’t have any 
PlusGiro no entered in the Company Info procedure. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9E5EUC - News: Now it’s possible to enter Default earliest pick-up and Default latest pick-up time 
on the Extra info button on the Info tab in the Update Supplier procedure. This affects the Extra 
information tab in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. Default earliest pick-up and Default latest 
pick-up is information that will be sent by Memnon Apport and Unifaun Online. 

 CSIG-9ECGZV - If you had the setting "From manf. company's order number series" set on Order number 
in the Transfer profiles., a new order was created in the Sales company if you made changes in the 
Customer order. This gave double order rows on the Customer order in the Manufacturing company. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 GÅNY-9JGBUG - There could be a small round off error on the VAT report that made one krona difference 
between the basis and the voucher. 

 RDJF-9K3JVL - Alternate unit didn’t work properly in the Register Blanket Order – Sales and – 
Purchase procedures. 

 KFTM-9K69PR - Values in the list in the Quarterly Statement were incorrectly rounded off, now the 
values will be rounded off to two decimals. 

 CSIG-9KQA7V - You had to press tab twice to move from the Price field on order rows in the Register 
Customer Order and Register Purchase Order procedures. 

 JLIN-9KRA9K - The Sales Statistics - Parts procedure, list type Only total and Only total /year also 
displayed Parts with 0 quantity and amount. 

 MARN-9L2DLF - The Delivery List procedure displayed incorrect balance on the order rows when you 
cleared order rows. 

 FOHN-9LEJWN - News: Different Date formats can be displayed in the Delivery Schedule Log / Diff 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9LFJGY - CR % on Blanket orders in the Order Inflow procedure was incorrectly calculated to 100 %. 

 AFOG-9LLC3H - Following adjustments for the use of EDI templates for Advice to shipping agent from the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure when using till Memnon Apport and Unifaun are made: 
EDI-template shall be entered on the Delivery methods tab in the Terms and Conditions procedure 
(Tables | Global Settings module). 
If you change Delivery method on an Order, the setting from the EDI-template and the Delivery method 
entered in the Update Customer procedure will be used. Delivery method has an EDI-template that is 
empty (NULL). 

 CSIG-9LNANS - Configured Customer Order rows are now exempted from "Also affect the order rows", 
when you change customer on an existing Customer order. 

 CSIG-9LTD2P - The Transport labels printed in the Delivery List procedure displayed incorrect Qty/pkge. 

 JLIN-9MVJU9 - If you only deleted rest in the Delivery List procedure, the deletion wasn’t saved. 

 SHYS-9MYCEB - The numbering on newly registered Other payment flows could be changed in the Other 

Payment Flows procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9MYD9K - Default (invoice) printer that you can set in the Update Customer procedure didn’t work 
properly. 

 AFOG-9MZCYP - The options in the field Code is removed if you select Type "DHL Terms" on the Terms of 
delivery tab in the Terms and Conditions procedure. This change is made because the options are no 
longer used by DHL. 

 FOHN-9NRGVT - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure with Frozen time set could change a 
frozen Order row. This error could occur if the order row was picked at the same time as a Delivery 
schedule was imported. Then the Order row got the same quantity as the picked quantity on the Delivery 
note. The change of the Order row was made if the Picked quantity differed from the Order rows quantity. 
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Inventory 

 MARN-9KG9BH - The logo was incorrectly placed on the Transport label and Label for Stock orders in/out in 
the Print Transport Labels procedure. 

 JEDS-9NEFR9 - Part Info (F12) could display incorrect linked document if you opened a linked file, closed 
the window, changed Part and then changed tab to Manufacturing, for instance. If you opened the linked 
document, the previous Part’s document was displayed. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Document viewer. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9LDGXC - It wasn’t possible to link to the Lead time chart from the Priority Planning procedure. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9GQCLW - Costs/Incomes were displayed in the Project report even if you had set default values not 

to display Costs/incomes for that Project type. 

 ÖBRN-9JGCEN - Sub-totals weren’t displayed in the Report Generator procedure if Show rows weren’t 
checked in the report. 

 ÖBRN-9JX8QW - Adjustments in which data is exported in the SIE files are made so that it conforms to the 
SIE group's recommendations. 

 LREM-9L79SS - Now it’s possible to import an SIE 4 file even if it doesn’t contain a Chart of accounts. 

 LREM-9MAK3W - Now it’s possible to import reports created in systems with Chinese date format to the 
Report Generator procedure. 

 LAHM-9NFF2C - Some of the reports in the Project Management took too long time to load. For instance 
when calculations based on log posts from the Project Summary procedure and reports in the Project 
General Ledger procedure. A database indexing has been done to solve this problem.  

General Settings 

 FPEN-9NDCBF - Information about users couldn’t be transferred to the Historical database when you 
synchronized in the Historical Registers procedure, 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9JEBYP - A highlight could become an annotation when you made a PDF-file of a scanned invoice. 
This could occur in systems with the supplement MONITOR EIM. 

 LREM-9L7DU5 - The rotation function of scanned PDF-files is improved in the supplement MONITOR EIM. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9AZD5N - When coding the Manufacturing order log, incorrect value were coded if the alternative 
Reported qty. was selected in the Quantity field in the Update Coding Method procedure. This alternative 
shall be used if the WIP-value for work shall be coded according to Reported qty. the same way as in the 
WIP List procedure.  
NOTE! This alternative should only be used if coding of calculation differences are booked with the method 
Booked calculation diff. 

 ÖBRN-9MYHXR - When you coded the Price change log in the Posterior Coding procedure, the standard 
price changes for configured Parts were coded. This gave a difference between the booked inventory value 
and the value displayed in the Inventory Value List – Configuration and the WIP List procedures. 
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Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8YSAB5 - If you pressed Cancel in the Configuration window when you had a Selection group of the 
type Not mandatory selection first in the configuration, this gave an invalid Configuration. 

 CSIG-92QHF8 - A program error occurred if you pressed Cancel after making an adjustment in a 
Configuration in the Configuration window. 

 AFOG-9MPC7N - Documents linked in the Product Configurator weren’t saved. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9MSDMW - The Cost of poor quality in MONITOR BI will now only display Nonconformities with status 
4-9, which is the default in MONITOR. 

 BKNN-9MXGSW - The view Priority plan in MONITOR BI only displayed work in progress with a planned 
start period within entered time interval. 

 BKNN-9N5DPY - During analysis in several layers in the graph, a drill down, it wasn’t possible to return to 
higher levels by using the breadcrumbs in the box's title bar. 


